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Abstract: Since last decade, we have been witnessing the raise of non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) in
biomedical research. Many ncRNAs have been identified and classified into different classes based
on their length in number of base pairs (bp). In parallel, our understanding about functions of
ncRNAs is gradually increased. However, only small set among tens of thousands of ncRNAs have
been well studied about their functions and their roles in development of diseases. This raises a
pressing need to develop computational methods to associate diseases and ncRNAs. Two most
widely studied ncRNAs are microRNA (miRNA) and long non-coding RNA (lncRNA), since
miRNAs are the regulators of most protein-coding genes and lncRNAs are the most ubiquitously
found in mammalian. To date, many computational methods have been also proposed for
prediction of disease-associated miRNAs and lncRNAs, and recently comprehensively reviewed.
However, in the previous reviews, these computational methods were described separately, thus
this limits our understanding about their underlying computational aspects. Therefore, in this
study, we propose a general computational framework for prediction of disease-associated

ncRNAs. The framework demonstrates a whole computational process from data
preparation to computational models.
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1. Introduction*

improved for last decade [1]. The knowledge
about noncoding RNAs has shifted from a
hypothesis “one gene-one enzyme” [2] to
“~80% of the genome is transcribing ncRNAs”
[3]. Several types of ncRNAs have been
discovered and classified by their length (in
number of base pairs (bp)) into short, mid-size
and long ncRNAs. Short ncRNAs are a class of
ncRNAs having length less than 30bp long,

Our understanding of noncoding RNAs
(ncRNAs) and their functions in a variety of
physiological processes has been significantly
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mid-size ncRNAs have length in range of 20bp
to 200bp, and long ncRNAs are remainders
(length > 200bp) [4]. Beside difference in size,
they also have different functions related to
diseases in general [4], to cancer development
[5], and
to therapeutically regulate gene
expression [6]. For instance, when ncRNAs
plays as therapeutic targets, they can be either
tumor suppressor or oncogene [5].
Although, tens of thousands of ncRNAs
have been discovered, yet our understanding in
their functions, especially in disease
development, is still limited. Therefore, a
number of computational methods have been
proposed to predict novel disease-associated
ncRNAs [7-9]. Among ncRNAs, microRNA
(miRNA) is the most widely studied, which are
H

small ncRNAs of ~22 bp long that mediate
post-transcriptional
gene
silencing
by
controlling the translation of mRNA into more
than 60% proteins. They are also involved in
regulating many processes, including splicing,
editing, mRNA stability, and translation
initiation [6]. Meanwhile, long non-coding
RNA (lncRNA) is the largest portion of the
mammalian non-coding transcriptome including
transcripts more than 200bp long that are
involved in many biological processes such as
chromatin modification, poll activity regulation,
and transcriptional interference [6]. Therefore,
in this study, we focus on reviewing
computational methods proposed for predicting
disease-associated miRNAs and lncRNAs.

Figure 1. A general computational framework for predicting disease-associated ncRNAs.
(a) Data sources for calculating similarity between ncRNAs. (b) Data sources for calculating similarity between
diseases. (c) Similarity among ncRNAs represented in similarity network/matrix. (d) Similarity among ncRNAs
represented in similarity network/matrix. (e) Machine learning-based methods proposed based on matrix
representation of the similarities. (f) Network-based methods proposed based on network representation
of the similarities.
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Many proposed computational methods for
prediction of disease-associated have been
reviewed separately in [8, 9] for miRNAs and
[7] for lncRNAs. Although, details of them
were described for each type of ncRNAs,
however a general computational framework
has not been proposed irrespective of that
prediction of disease-associated miRNAs and
lncRNAs are very similar in the view of
algorithm. Roughly, two main approaches have
been proposed using machine learning
techniques (i.e., machine learning-based) or
methods on biological networks (i.e., networkbased). In general, network-based methods
formulated the prediction of disease-associated
ncRNAs as a ranking problem, where candidate
ncRNAs are ranked according to their relevance
to a disease of interest. Meanwhile some of
machine learning-based methods considered the
problem as a binary classification, where
candidate ncRNAs are determined to be
associated/not associated with the disease of
interest. Even though, they usually use similar
input data such as disease similarity, ncRNA
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similarity
and
known
disease-ncRNA
information, but in different forms. More
specifically, similarities of diseases and
ncRNAs were embedded as networks in
network-based methods, meanwhile these
similarities are represented by matrices in some
machine learning-based methods. In addition,
known disease-ncRNA associations were
represented as a bipartite network and an
adjacency matrix in network- and machine
learning-based methods, respectively. Figure 1
illustrates a general computational framework
for predicting disease-associated ncRNAs. In
following sections, we are going to summarized
detail about common methods to build
similarity networks/matrices of diseases and
ncRNAs (focus on miRNAs and lncRNAs).
Then, network- and machine learning-based
methods commonly proposed for predicting
both disease-associated miRNAs and lncRNAs
are also reviewed. In addition, some methods
proposed separately to miRNAs and lncRNAs
are described.

Table 1. Disease-miRNA association databases
G

Database
miR2Disease
[22]
HMDD
[23]
MiRCancer
[24]
DbDEMC
[25]
OncomiRDB
[26]
OncomiRdbB
[27]

Description
Contains 270 manually curated disease
phenotype–miRNAs associations between 53
disease phenotypes and 118 miRNAs
Manually collected 32.281 miRNA-disease
association entries which include 1102 miRNA
genes, 850 diseases from 17.412 papers
Provides 6.642 miRNA–cancer associations,
57.984 miRNAs and 193 human cancers curated
from 5.138 papers,
Contains 2.224 differentially expressed
miRNAs in 36 cancer types, curated from 436
experiments.
A database for the experimentally verified
oncogenic and tumor-suppressive microRNAs.
It contains 2259 entries, 328 miRNAs and 829
targets
Contains microRNAs which are known to be
deregulated in various cancers

URL
http://www.mir2disease.org/
http://www.cuilab.cn/hmdd

http://mircancer.ecu.edu/
http://www.picb.ac.cn/dbDEMC/
http://lifeome.net/database/oncomir
db/
http://tdb.ccmb.res.in/OncomiRdb
B/index.htm
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2.
Construction
networks/matrices

of

similarity

Computational methods proposed for
prediction of disease-associated ncRNAs are
commonly based on an assumption that
functionally similar ncRNAs are associated
with similar diseases. Thus, functional
similarity among diseases and ncRNAs are
widely used in predicting novel diseaseassociated ncRNAs. Here, we summarize
methods to construct ncRNA and disease
similarity networks/matrices.
2.1. Construction of a ncRNA functional
similarity network/matrix
A common way to construct a ncRNA
functional similarity network/matrix is relying
on shared targets such as target genes of
miRNAs [10-14], interacting miRNAs of
lncRNAs [15]. Then, weight of an interaction
between two ncRNAs can be proportional to
number of shared targets [11-14] or a
correlation efficient between two interacting
score profiles of targets [10]. Expression
profiles of ncRNAs were also used to calculate
similarity between lncRNAs [16] and between
miRNAs [17] by correlating two expression
profiles of ncRNAs. Finally, similarity between
ncRNAs was also estimated using known
ncRNA-disease associations. For instance,
similarity matrices were generated using
Gaussian interaction profile kernel similarity on
known lncRNA-disease associations [16, 18],
known miRNA-disease associations [17, 19-

21]. Figure 1(a) and (b) demonstrate the source
information used for calculating similarities
between
ncRNAs
and
network/matrix
representations of these similarities
2.2. Construction
networks/matrices

of

disease

similarity

To explore human diseasome, a number of
computational methods have been proposed to
construct a “human disease network” [28]. The
simplest way to build such the network is based
on shared genes [29]. More specifically, two
diseases are connected to each other if they
share at least one gene in which mutations are
associated with both diseases. In similar way, a
miRNA-associated
disease
network
is
constructed if any two diseases share one
common associated miRNAs [30]. In addition
to shared single cellular components, the
disease similarity networks were also
constructed based on functional modules such
as pathways [31] and protein complexes [32].
Moreover, controlled vocabulary databases
describing diseases such as disease ontology
(DO) [33], human phenotype ontology (HPO)
[34] and medical subject headings (MeSH) [35]
were used to build disease similarity network
using semantic similarity measures [36-38].
Finally, disease-disease associations can be
estimated by fusing molecular data [39, 40].
Figure 1 (c) and (d) demonstrate different ways
to calculate disease similarity network/matrix.

K

Table 2. Disease-lncRNA association databases

Database

Description

lncRNADisease
[41]

Integrate nearly 3.000 lncRNA-disease entries and
475 lncRNA interaction entries, including 914
lncRNAs and 329 diseases from ~2.000
publications. it also provides the predicted
associated diseases of 1.564 human lncRNAs.
Contains 4.989 entries of associations between
1.614 human lncRNAs and 165 human cancer
subtypes through review of more than 6.500
published papers

Lnc2Cancer
[42]
;

URL
http://www.cuilab.cn/lncrnadisease

http://www.biobigdata.net/lnc2cancer
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3. Known
databases

disease-ncRNA

association

In addition to disease and ncRNA similarity
networks/matrices, known disease-ncRNA
associations were used. For network-based
methods, these associations were represented as
a bipartite network and used to connect the
similarity networks. For machine learningbased methods, they are labeled data for
training or represented by an association matrix
in computational models (see Figure 1(e) and
(f)). Table 1 and 2 show known disease-miRNA
association and known disease-lncRNA
association databases, respectively.

4. Computational methods
From the algorithmic view, prediction of
disease-associated miRNAs and lncRNAs is
very similar. This can be formulated as a
ranking
problem
where
candidate
miRNAs/lncRNAs are ranked based on their
relevance to a disease of interest. Meanwhile,
these candidates can be determined as
associated/not-associated in some classification
models. In addition, they can be considered as a
link prediction problem in network-based
models. Therefore, a number of machine
learning- and network-based methods have
been commonly proposed for the two problems.
When prediction of disease-associated ncRNAs
is formulated as a classification problem, Naïve
Bayesian technique was proposed for miRNAs
[43] and lncRNAs [44]. Candidate miRNAs
and lncRNAs were also classified as
associated/not-associated using Support Vector
Machines [45, 46]. In addition, ensemble
learning model such as Random Forest, which
are considered more advanced than single
learning models, was proposed for miRNAs
[47] and for lncRNAs [48]. A limitation of the
binary classification models is that negative
samples (i.e., ncRNAs not associated with the
disease of interest) must be defined, thus semisupervised learning models such as Regularized
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Least Squares (RLS) was used for miRNAs
[49] and lncRNAs [18]. Some of the machine
learning-based using similarity matrices in their
models such as kernels in Support Vector
Machines, similarity matrices in Regularized
Least Square. More recently, inductive matrix
completion has been proposed for both
miRNAs and lncRNAs [50, 51]. Figure 1(e)
demonstrates some of the machine learningbased methods which made use of similarity
matrix to predict disease-associated ncRNAs.
Similarly, a number of network-based
methods were commonly proposed. A typical
network propagation model, random walk with
restart (RWR), which has been successfully
applied for disease gene prediction [52-57], was
proposed to rank candidate miRNAs [58] and
lncRNAs [59] on miRNA and lncRNA
similarity networks, respectively. When these
ncRNA similarity networks are integrated with
a disease similarity network to form a
heterogeneous network of diseases and
ncRNAs, then a variant of RWR, namely
RWRH, was applied to better exploit the
assumption “similar ncRNAs are associated
with similar diseases” in predicting promising
miRNAs [13] and lncRNAs [60, 61]. Another
extension of RWR is to force it run on bipartite
network of ncRNAs and targets genes, e.g.,
miRNA-target gene interaction network [11]
and lncRNA-protein-coding gene network [62].
Finally, a method based on hypergeometric
distribution was applied to predict both diseaseassociated miRNAs [10] and lncRNAs [15]
using bipartite networks representing known
associations. In addition to the commonly
proposed network-based methods, other
network propagation methods were also
proposed for prediction of disease-lncRNA
associations on a coding-non-coding genedisease bipartite network [63], and on the
heterogeneous network of diseases and
lncRNAs using KATZ measure [64]. Figure
1(f) illustrates some of the network-based
methods
for
prediction
of
diseaseassociated ncRNAs.
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5. Conclusion
With development of next generation
sequencing and high-throughput technologies in
recent years, there have been great advances in
not only understanding coding regions in the
chromosome, but also identifying and
understanding ncRNAs. Ten of thousands
ncRNAs have been identified and freely
accessed in public databases. However, only
small set of ncRNAs have well studied about
their functions, especially their roles in disease
development.
Therefore,
computational
methods to predict novel disease-associated
ncRNAs are highly needed to understand roles
of ncRNAs in underlying molecular mechanism
of diseases. Many computational methods have
been proposed for this problem and
comprehensively reviewed. However, these
computational methods
were described
separately with less connection to others, thus
limits our understanding on intrinsic of the
methods. In this study, we proposed a general
computational framework for prediction of
disease-associated ncRNAs. The framework
described steps from general methods for
constructing similarity network/matrices from
various data sources to commonly proposed
network- and machine learning-based methods.
This framework could pave a way for
development of more advanced computational
methods for the problem in future. Moreover,
unlike prediction of disease-associated proteincoding genes which have been well studied for
decades, the prediction disease-associated noncoding RNAs has been focused since last few
years. However, it is interesting that the two
problems are very similar in the algorithmic
view. Therefore, computational methods, which
have been successfully applied for proteincoding genes [65-69], can be used for noncoding RNAs.
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